
Name:  ____________________________               Level C: Thanksgiving Words
     

         Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Trevor made a pillgrim hat in art class.   1.  ____________________

2.   Pradeep's birthday is in November. 2.  ____________________

3.  Do you like to eat butternut squosh? 3.  ____________________

4.  The early settlers made a voyaje across the ocean. 4.  ____________________

5.  Nora's favorite season is autum.                       5.  ____________________

6.  Grandma is making the mashed potatos.  6.  ____________________

7.  Would you place this loaf of bread on the table?  7.  ____________________

8.  Lupita wrote a list of all the things she's thankfull for.  8.  ____________________

9.  Some of our family members travel from out of town       9.  ____________________
to come home for the holidays. 

10. The farmer gathered all the crops from his fields             10.  ____________________
during the harvast season.  
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Name:  ____________________________

11. The Native Americans and the settlers shared a feest.   11.  __________________

12.  Carlo's little brother and sister ran around the house          12.  __________________
laughing and saying “Gobble, gobble!”     

13.  We will celabrate the holiday on Thursday.      13.  __________________

14.  In Canada, thanks-giving is observed in October.    14.  __________________

15.  Dad is in the kitchen carving the terkey.              15.  __________________

           

 Basic Words 

16.  I bought six yams at the store.                       16.  ___________________

  

17.  Jackie seasoned her corn with salt and pepper.              17.  ___________________
 

18. Mr. Murdoch put the bird in the oven to roste.                  18.  ___________________
 

 Challenge Words 

19.   Marina likes whipped cream on her pumkin pie.  19.  ___________________

20.   Mrs. Lin served a variety of vegtables with the meal.          20.  ___________________
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ANSWER KEY
     

            Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Trevor made a  pillgrim  hat in art class.   1.  Pilgrim

2.   Pradeep's birthday is in  November. 2.  CORRECT

3.  Do you like to eat butternut  squosh? 3.  squash

4.  The early settlers made a  voyaje  across the ocean. 4.  voyage

5.  Nora's favorite season is  autum.                       5.  autumn

6.  Grandma is making the mashed  potatos.  6.  potatoes

7.  Would you place this loaf of  bread  on the table? 7.  CORRECT

8.  Lupita wrote a list of all the things she's  thankfull  for.  8.  thankful

9.  Some of our  family  members travel from out of town       9.  CORRECT
to come home for the holidays. 

10. The farmer gathered all the crops from his fields                      10.  harvest
during the  harvast  season.  
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ANSWER KEY

11. The Native Americans and the settlers shared a  feest.   11.  feast

12.  Carlo's little brother and sister ran around the house          12.  CORRECT
laughing and saying  “Gobble, gobble!”     

13.  We will  celabrate  the holiday on Thursday.      13.  celebrate

14.  In Canada,  thanks-giving  is observed in October.    14.  Thanksgiving

15.  Dad is in the kitchen carving the  terkey.              15.  turkey

           

 Basic Words 

16.  I bought six  yams  at the store.                       16.  CORRECT

  

17.  Jackie seasoned her  corn  with salt and pepper.            17.  CORRECT
 

18. Mr. Murdoch put the bird in the oven to  roste.                 18.  roast
 

 Challenge Words 

19.   Marina likes whipped cream on her  pumkin pie.  19.  pumpkin pie

20.   Mrs. Lin served a variety of  vegtables  with the meal.          20.  vegetables  
         LD
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